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Until restaurants became commonplace in the late 1800s, printed menus for meals were rare
commodities reserved for special occasions. As restaurants proliferated, the menu became
more than just a culinary listing. The design of the menu became an integral part of eating out
and as such menus became a marketing tool and a favored keepsake.Menu Design is an
omnibus showcasing the best examples of this graphic art. With nearly 800 examples, illustrated
in vibrant color, this deluxe volume not only showcases this extraordinary collection of paper
ephemera but serves as a history of restaurants and dining out in America.In addition to the
menu covers, many menu interiors are featured providing an epicurean tour and insight into
more than a hundred years of dining out. An introduction on the history of menu design by
graphic design writer Steven Heller and extended captions by culinary historian John Mariani
accompany the menus throughout the book. Various photographs of restaurants round out this
compendium that will appeal to anyone who enjoys graphic and gastronomic history.

“Whilst providing an extraordinary collection of paper ephemera – ranging from the weird to the
wonderful – this publication also serves as a great history of restaurants and dining out in
America.” ― AnOther Magazine, London“Indulge your appetite for art with this omnibus of dining
and design.” ― HuffingtonPost.com“... a yummy ride through the history of food and restaurants
in the United States”. ― Monocle, London"Menu Design in America proves that food is sex you
can look at." ― The New Yorker, New York“... a delicious history of menu creativity.” ―
TheAtlantic.com“From the nation that brought us the supersized meal comes this elegant survey
of gastronomic graphics.” ― Wallpaper, LondonAbout the AuthorSteven Heller is the co-chair of
the School of Visual Arts MFA Designer as Author Program. For 33 years he was an art director
for The New York Times, and currently writes the “Visuals” column for The New York Times Book
Review. He is the author of 120 books on graphic design, illustration, and satiric art.John Mariani
is food and travel columnist for Esquire Magazine, wine columnist for Bloomberg International
News, and author of The Encyclopedia of American Food & Drink, America Eats Out, The
Dictionary of Italian Food and Drink, and How Italian Food Conquered the World.Jim Heimann is
the Executive Editor for TASCHEN America. A cultural anthropologist, historian, and an avid
collector, he has authored numerous titles on architecture, pop culture, and the history of Los
Angeles and Hollywood, including TASCHEN’S Surfing, Los Angeles. Portrait of a City, and the
best-selling All American Ads series.
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All-American Ads of the 70s All-American Ads of the 90s



Joe, “**Fascinating**. Love the Art Deco Jazz Age menus. There is not a page in this book that
will not capture your eye. Each menu is a wonderful, from West Coast Chinese restaurants to the
New York elite hotels and all kinds of gourmet in between. It is definitely a page turner and
sometimes a stomach turner too (just imagine a boiled calf’s head as an entree.) To note also;
there is a few graphic images, but those too are wonderfully tasteful and after all, it’s history.
Better eat a good meal before tackling this book. It’s HUGE at 10”x13”x1 1/2”, it clogged my
mailbox and I had to get the Post Office to unlock my box as it jammed the latch! I cannot put this
book down!”

MadMacs, “Fascinating Glimpse Into A Century Of American Food Culture. Students of graphic
design, fans of Americana, and anyone appreciative of cultural history will find this tome
invaluable.An outstanding reference covering the period from the mid-1850s thru the early
1980s - a full century of changing tastes, technical advancements, and even social maturation;
revealing our love of and history with dining out.The coverage is surprisingly deep, with menus
representing the most elite haute cuisine to what we now call the 'Three Ds' - diners, drive-ins
and dives; providing a fascinating look into the past, glimpsing concepts and ideas about the
meals and beverages that were offered from culinary trained chefs to roadhouse slingers.As
usual, some of the most compelling aspects for me personally was discovering food options that
are no longer mainstream. A couple of examples: Having to look up the term "Shirred Eggs",
which made regular appearances during the early part of the twentieth-century. And "Tongue
Sandwich", a common working person's lunch and breakfast item of the period which is, in my
opinion, self explanatory as to its current exclusion from menus today.My only criticism would be
that, while I absolutely loved the massive full-color images, there was something to be said
about the lack of editorial content. Simply: There just wasn't enough of it. Primarily due to the fact
that space for the written word was gobbled up by the application of three different languages for
each comment, wiping out the potential for additional insight. Unfortunate, as I would've loved
more background - both factual and anecdotal - for many of the menus on display.The sad thin
of layer of insightful text was the only serious flaw to what is easily one of, if not, the best
collections I've ever encountered on this subject.A very strong four stars.Notes:- While this is
representative of Taschen's typical excellence, whose printed volumes showcase high quality
and exceptional content for any number of specialty markets, I suspect had Chronicle Publishing
handled the book design aspect, I would've given this an across the board five pointer rating.-
This is a physically large and very heavy book. One I would estimate weighs between 4-5lbs. It's
not something one can easily manage for some light nighttime reading prior to
sleep.Recommendation:- Check out "
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" from the aforementioned Chronicle Publishing to get a sense of where this production could
have seen some improvement.”

Sevens, “A work of Art for foodophiles. This is a beautifully crafted homage to the history of
dining out - be it in a restaurant at a hotel, an airport, on a ship, or at a resort. Reproductions of
menus, mostly in color, going as far back as the mid19th century through the 20th century
provides a fascinating look at what menu items were popular - Turtle soup, anyone? - along with
a brief history of the dining spot. Fine dining to frankfurters, from Hawaii to the Space Needle in
Seattle, this book is a veritable feast for the eyes sans calories.”

R. Gale, “Outstanding!. This is a marvelous book, as we might expect given that it's Americana
from Jim Heimann, who was responsible for the wonderful "All American Ads" series. Paging
through this volume is like taking a trip through time, and it's a very different way of experiencing
history. We learn what was served in restaurants and at banquets, how much meals cost, and
we also get a sense of style which is portrayed in the striking and often unique graphics of each
menu. From class to crass, it's a fabulous collection. The paper stock is sturdy, the printing is
first class, and I can't recommend it more highly. If you have even the slightest interest in this,
buy it. You'll be glad you did. And it's a great gift book for just about anyone -- after all, who
doesn't like to go out to eat?”

Anonymous, “A fascinating book. This big coffee table book is interesting, entertaining, and
informative. It's amazing what menus can reveal about a society. The one big surprise here is
how many menus were decorated with nude figures--particularly women. I don't normally
associate nudity and cuisine!  A fun and visually arresting book.  I recommend.”

Cathi, “Item arrived as described. Son loved this book. It arrived as described and in great
condition.”

Kristina Moulden, “This book is great!. This book had been on my list since it came out, but I only
recently found it used. It's just gorgeous! The menus in it are printed perfectly and it's a heavy,
hardback book. Taschen has a reputation for excellent quality and this book definitely lives up to



that promise.”

Tiddly TT Winks, “sumptuous oversized, thick book. everything you ever wanted to know about
menus, and more. enormous, hardbound book with high quality images, thick paper, and about
2" thick -- i.e. superb value for the price I paid (scored it for $33 when Amazon was running a
promotion for 25% off on any book.) Taschen does not disappoint with this one - definitely worth
getting if you're into Americana, vintage / retro stuff, or graphic design.”

MOGSSONSHUSSIF, “VISUALLY INTERESTING. I think i may be a nerd but i found this really
interesting to look at.”

nfkbiker, “Five Stars. Trust Taschen to pick a fairly obscure subject and make it so fascinating.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely book. Great present - beautiful book and great idea”

Saul-Swing, “Libro de gran calidad artística. Páginas llenas de todo tipo de menús americanos
diseñados entre 1850 y 1985.Se pueden observar todas las ideas que utilizaron para atraer
comensales a los hoteles,restaurantes,cafés,etc...Libro para la gente que le guste todo lo
relacionado con el diseño, para tomar ideas, y para la gente que le guste todo lo relacionado
con la historia americana.”

sammleralterwerte, “Wunderschöne Grafiken – ein tolles Buch!. Für alle, die sich an toll
gemachter Grafik erfreuen, ist das ein absolutes MUSS! Erst dachte ich, der Preis sei schon
etwas hoch, aber wer das Buch einmal in der Hand hatte weiß, dass er absolut gerechtfertigt ist!
Die Haptik ist klasse und der Inhalt auch. Erklärungen in Deutsch, Englisch und Französisch,
sehr ansprechend aufgebaut und stilvoll arrangiert. Zum Glück geht es nicht bis in die heutige
Zeit, da die alten Grafiken eindeutig mehr Klasse besaßen. Alles in Allem ein sehenswertes
Buch!”

The book by John Mariani has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 112 people have provided feedback.
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